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QUICKIE
Q300 M MINI TEENS

Scan the QR code with your phone’s 
camera to get more information.

Whether it’s hanging out with your friends or exploring 
outdoors, the Q300 M Mini Teens enables you to live your 
life to the fullest!

The Q300 M Mini Teens with its 520 mm narrow base 
and small turning circle of 1120 mm is made for easily 
moving around unhindered in tight spaces - such as small 
houses and class rooms - or discovering out-of-the-way 
corners outdoors. 

Equipped with a super-strong 4-pole motor (optional) 
and a range of 36 km, you can easily keep up with your 
firends without worrying about being left behind due to 
unaccessible routes or running out of charge. And when 
things get a bit wild, the all-wheel suspension ensures 
a smooth and stable ride.  

And with a seating system that can be adjusted to 
fit a growing teenager over time, this is a powerchair 
that you won’t grow out of. 

Discover the world on your terms thanks to the 
Q300 M Mini Teens and it’s mid-wheel drive 
technology.

With a drive wheel that’s positioned in the middle of 
the base, you’re able to turn on the spot for great indoor 
manoeuvrability. Plus, as you’re seated directly over the drive 
wheel, the positioning of your weight increases traction to 
provide exceptional outdoor performance too  - perfect for 
growing children and smaller adults.

Looking for the most compact base for indoor 
manoeuvrability? Choose the 12” drive wheels. If you prefer 
better outdoor performance, go for 14”!

 

IMAGINE THE PLACES  
YOU`LL GO

Anti-Pitch technology
Traditionally when a powerchair comes 
to a halt on a slope, the stopping 
motion will jolt you forwards. That’s 
a problem we’ve are eliminated with 
Anti-Pitch technology - so you kept safe 
and stable in your seat.

Kerb climbing
The Q300 M Mini Teens with its 300 
mm (12”) drive wheels can handle kerbs 
of up to 50 mm so there‘s no need to 
take the long way round. Upgrade to 
355 mm (14”) drive wheels and tackle 
kerbs of up to 70 mm.

All-wheel independent suspension
Our PATENTED all-wheel independent 
suspension ensures all six wheels remain on 
the ground whilst climbing and transitioning 
obstacles. Any shocks or bumps are absorbed 
by the wheel‘s suspension, providing a soft 
and smooth ride.
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Mid-wheel drive technology



YOUR COMPANION
THAT GROWS WITH 
YOU

Scan the QR code with your phone’s 
camera to get more information.

Capsulated Joystick
This joystick mount has three locking 
positions. It can be mounted mid-line for 
teens who have limited hand mobility and can 
also swing inwards/outwards to help getting 
closer to tables.

Universal Headrest
The headrest mount on  Q300 M Mini Teens 
is compatible with SEDEO and WHITMYER 
headrests, which help to address a range of 
needs from basic support to multiple-point 
control. 

Connect to your world* 
Seamlessly take control of your environment using 
the integrated Bluetooth and i-device functionality. 
Control your TV, phone and other home entertainment 
systems simply through your joystick. 

Powered Lift and Tilt
Reach new heights with 300 mm of seat 
lift and get to every-day objects that would 
otherwise be out of grasp. You can also 
transfer easier thanks to being in a higher 
position to stand from. Plus, with up to 50° 
of tilt, you can sit back and enjoy greater 
relaxation and pressure distribution too.

A seating system desgined for growing Teens.

With the Q300 M Mini Teens, there’s no need to worry about the 
cost or the change to a new chair as you get older, because the 
seating system has been specifically designed to accommodate 
users requiring narrow seat widths with long seat depths. The 
seating system allows to be adapted to the changing body 
dimensions and proportions of teens between 300 to 400 mm 
in width and between 360 to 500 mm in depth. 
 
The Z-Finity Footrest is infinitely adjustable (between 160 mm 
above the seat pan to 480 mm below) along its rotational arc, 
multiple angles and placement options for positioning the feet, 
ankles, and knees can be achieved. 

And in case you have more specific positioning requirements, 
the Q300 M Mini Teens is also compatible with our 
JAY J3 Backs. 

Adjustable seating system

300 - 400 mm
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Patented Assignable Buttons*

Change a joystick button to any command you desire 
thanks to our patented assignable buttons. You can 
also assign a second (long press) function to a button 
to quickly access commonly-used functions without 
using the joystick.

Take controls
Available with VR2 as standard, upgrade to the
R-Net Advanced Joystick and enjoy a large,
easy-to-read HD display, simple to control
paddle switches and connectivity to the world
around you.

SEDEO LITE Deep Contour Backrest
The SEDEO LITE Deep Contour backrest offers 140 
mm lateral contour to support your trunk with soft 
immersive foam for comfort and mild kyphotic 
postures. Because the laterals are integrated, they 
won’t move overtime so you’re kept upright and 
supported for longer.  

*Only with R-Net



ELEVATE AND DRIVE 
WITH C-ME

BRIGHT YOUNG
THING
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ACCENT: Green Orange Blue Red Silver BlackWhite

SHROUD:

Looking for something unique?
A person’s individuality is as unique as their fingerprint. That is
why we are also happy to design wheelchairs according to your
personal wishes - like a personally designed foil wrapping. 
Consideraly more detailed and versatile, almost any type of design 
can be printed onto foil and affixed to your wheelchair’s frame, 
sideguards and even footrest.

The only limitation is your imagination

Individual wheelchair frame design foil

C-Me is all about seeing you, and just you!

Elevate up to 300 mm whilst travelling 4,5 km/h and move 
shoulder-to-shoulder with everyone around you. 

Enjoy your new freedom!

Our power wheelchairs are designed with style for long-
lasting performance. Unlike some of our competitors, our 
suspension doesn’t lock out when you drive with C-Me, 
giving you a smooth and comfortable ride from start 
to finish. You can even lift or descend at the touch of a 
button with no need to stop while transitioning either!

Scan the QR code with your phone’s camera to get more 
information on C-Me.

But there´s more. Our BUILT-4-ME department has created 
thousands of bespoke powerchairs. When you want to break the 
mould, we‘ll help you create a truly one-of-a-kind powerchair. 

Find out more at:  
www.sunrisemedical.eu/built4me

. 
Drive shoulder to shoulder
Drive at walking speed in full lift whether out 
with your friends at the mall or cooking at home 
and wanting to quick drive between each surface 
C-Me takes away frustrating speed restrictions 
allowing you to live without limits!

You want to sit in style?

You will be with 12 exciting shroud 
designs patterns!
Coordinate or contrast them with an 
additional seven accent colours for
the wheel and casters to get 
the perfect mix.



TECHNICAL 
DATA

Seat width

Lower leg length

Seat depth

Back height

Seat height

Max user weight

C-Me

Powered tilt

Seating System

Q300 M Mini Teens

Teens seat

0° - 50° / 0° - 30° / -5° - 25°

300 - 400 mm (12” - 16”)

360 - 500 mm (14” - 20”) 

385 - 510 mm (15” - 20”)

180 - 460 mm (7” - 18”) 

410 - 490mm (16” - 19”)

120 kg

Yes

For further information on the full specification, options and accessories, please refer to the 
order form. All information is subject to change without notification. Please consult Sunrise 
Medical with any queries you may have. If you are visually impaired, this document can be 
viewed in PDF format at www.SunriseMedical.eu.

Sunrise Medical Limited

Thorns Road, Brierley Hill

DY5 2LD/West Midlands

Phone:+ 44 (0) 845 605 6688

Fax: + 44 (0) 845 605 6689

E-Mail: Orders@sunmed.co.uk

Scan the QR code with your phone’s 
camera to visit the Q300 M Mini Teens 
website.
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Maximum range 
(ISO 7176-4)

Up to 25 km (with 41 Ah batteries) 
Up to 36 km (with 56 Ah batteries)

Turning circle

Product weight 
(with batteries)

Maximum safe slope

Maximum kerb climbing

Drive wheels

Maximum speed

Battery size

Total length (with cen-
tre-mount) base

Total width base From 520 mm (from 25.5”)

1060 mm  (41.7”)

1120 mm (44.1”)

6°

50 mm (with 12“ drive wheels) 
60 mm (with 13“ drive wheels) 
70 mm (with 14“ drive wheels)

From 103 kg

12“ / 13“ / 14“

6 km/h / 8 km/h / 10 km/h

41 Ah / 50 Ah / 56 Ah

Transport without user Fix the wheelchair safe in the vehicle (e.g. car or plane)

Electronics VR2, R-NET Intended use and 
environment

For people with limited moblity, indoor and outdoor use. Wheelchair type class B


